In this paper, we deal with three aspects of p-monotone operators. First we study p-monotone operators with a unique maximal extension (called pre-maximal), and with convex graph. We then deal with linear operators, and provide characterizations of p-monotonicity and maximal p-monotonicity. Finally we show that the Brezis-Browder theorem preserves p-monotonicity in reflexive Banach spaces.
Introduction and definitions
Let U, V be non-empty sets. A multivalued operator T : U Ñ V is an application T : U Ñ PpV q, that is, for u P U , T puq Ă V . The domain, range and graph of T are defined, respectively, as dompT q " u P U : T puq ‰ H ( , ranpT q " ď uPU T puq and grapT q " pu, vq P UˆV : v P T puq ( .
Given h : XˆX˚Ñ R Y t8u, denote th " πu " tpx, x˚q P XˆX˚: hpx, x˚q " πpx, x˚qu th ě πu " tpx, x˚q P XˆX˚: hpx, x˚q ě πpx, x˚qu th ď πu " tpx, x˚q P XˆX˚: hpx, x˚q ď πpx, x˚qu
Clearly th " πu " th ě πu X th ď πu.
A multivalued operator T : X Ñ X˚is called monotone if, for every pair px, x˚q, py, y˚q P T , xx´y, x˚´y˚y ě 0.
Moreover, T is maximal monotone if T is not properly contained in a monotone operator. A maximal monotone extension of T is a maximal monotone operator M which contains T . It is an easy consequence of Zorn's Lemma that every monotone operator has a maximal monotone extension. If T possesses a unique maximal monotone extension, then it is called pre-maximal monotone. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a multivalued operator. Then T is linear (respectively, affine linear) if its graph is a linear (respectively, affine) subspace of XˆX˚. It is easy to verify that if T is linear, then it is monotone if, and only if, for every px, x˚q P T , xx, x˚y ě 0. where x p`1 " x 0 . An operator is called cyclically monotone if it is p-monotone, for all p P N. If for all p-monotone (respectively, cyclically monotone) operators S with S Ą T we have S " T , then T is called maximal p-monotone (respectively, maximal cyclically monotone).
The p-monotone polar
Clearly when p " 1 we recover the classical definition of monotonicity. Also, if an operator is p-monotone then it is q-monotone, for all q ď p, and in particular, it is monotone.
The Fitzpatrick function of order p [1] of a multivalued operator T : X Ñ X˚is the function F T,p : XˆX˚Ñ R Y t8u defined for each px 0 , x0 q P XˆX˚as 2. For all px, x˚q P T , F T,p px, x˚q ě xx, x˚y. Equivalently, T Ă tF T,p ě πu.
Using the aforementioned Fitzpatrick functions, we define the p-monotone polar (or simply, p-polar) of a multivalued operator T : X Ñ X˚as T µp " tF T,p ď πu " tpx, x˚q P XˆX˚: F T,p px, x˚q ď xx, x˚yu.
In addition, the cyclically monotone polar (or cyclic polar) of T is the operator T µ8 " č pPN T µp . Since for each x, the map x˚Þ Ñ F T,p px, x˚q´xx, x˚y is also convex and weak˚-lower semicontinuous, T µp pxq is convex and weak˚-closed. This also holds when p " 8.
The following characterization of the p-polars is immediate.
Proposition 2.2. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a multivalued operator. Then
The name "polar" is motivated from the fact that, when p " 1, the 1-cyclic monotone polar T µ1 is simply the well known monotone polar T µ [10] . However, these "polars" are not polarities in the sense of [5] , and do not have the same properties the monotone polar (and also similar notions, such as the quasimonotone and pseudomonotone polars [6, 7] ) has. The following proposition subsumes some of those properties. Proposition 2.3. Let T, T i : X Ñ X˚be multivalued operators and p P N. The following hold.
4. The graph of T µp is (strongly-)closed.
Let
6. For any px, x˚q P XˆX˚, pT`px, x˚qq µp " T µp`p x, x˚q.
Proof.
1. Take px 0 , x0 q P T µp`1 and let tpx i , xi qu
3. It follows directly from 3.
4.
It is an easy consequence from Proposition 2.2.
5. Let x P dompT q and take x˚P T pxq and y˚P N C pxq. Then, for each tpx i , xi qu
where x p`1 " x. We now add (1) and (2) to obtain
Therefore, x˚`y˚P T µp pxq.
6. It is a straightforward calculation using the definition of p-polar.
We must remark that, when p " 1, the converse inclusion in item 4 of the previous proposition also holds [10] .
Example 2.4. Let pu, u˚q P XˆX˚. Then all the p-monotone polars of tpu, u˚qu coincide with its monotone polar, that is tpu, u˚qu µ " tpu, u˚qu µp " tpu, u˚qu µ8 .
More generally, if T has exactly p elements then
In [1] , the authors showed that a multivalued operator T is p-monotone if, and only if, T Ă T µp . Also, a multivalued operator T is maximal p-monotone if, and only if, T " T µp . So, all maximal p-monotone operator has convex and weak˚-closed values. We now deal with maximal p-monotone extensions of a p-monotone operator. Given T : X Ñ X˚p-monotone, let M p pT q be the family of its maximal p-monotone extensions.
Proposition 2.5. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a multivalued operator. If T is p-monotone then the following hold:
Proof.
1. The result follows from the fact that any p-monotone operator has a maximal p-monotone extension, due to Zorn's Lemma.
2. Let S a maximal p-monotone extension of T . By item 1, S Ă T µp and, since S is maximal p-monotone, T µpµp Ă S µp " S. Thus the inclusion follows.
Follows from item 2 and by noting that č
SPMppT q S is p-monotone.
In [10] , the authors showed that if T is monotone then T Ă T µ1µ1 , but this is not true in general for p ą 1, consider for instance T " tp0, 0qu, which is 2-monotone and, by Example 2.4,
On the other hand,
and the proposition follows.
The following result is analogous to Proposition 24 in [10] .
Proof. Clearly, T µp " tF T,p ď πu " tF S,p ď πu " S µp . Thus,
and, therefore, T is p-monotone.
In [1, Example 2.16] (see also [3] ), the authors showed an example of a maximal 2-monotone operator which is not maximal monotone. This means that, in general, maximal p-monotonicity does not imply maximal q-monotonicity when q ă p. The next proposition studies the case when q ě p. Proposition 2.8. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a maximal p-monotone operator. The following hold.
T
µq is q-monotone for all q ě p.
If q ě p and T is q-monotone then T is maximal q-monotone.
1. By item 2 of Proposition 2.3, for each q ě p, we have T µq Ă T µp " T . Taking q-monotone polars and again by Proposition 2.3, we obtain T µq Ă T µqµq , that is T µq is q-monotone.
2. If T is q-monotone, with q ě p, then
and we are done.
Pre-maximal p-monotone operators
If T is a p-monotone operator such that T µp is also p-monotone (therefore, maximal p-monotone), then T will be called pre-maximal p-monotone. A pre-maximal p-monotone operator is not necesarily maximal, but possesses a unique maximal pmonotone extension.
From Proposition 2.5, we easily obtain the following corollary. Proof. Since S Ă T µp and T µp is p-monotone, we obtain that S is p-monotone. By Proposition 2.3, item 3, we have T Ă S Ă S µp Ă T µp . Thus, S µp is p-monotone. Finally, maximal p-monotonicity of S µp implies S µp " T µp .
The following proposition extends the Proposition 36 in [10] .
Proposition 2.11. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a p-monotone operator. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. T is pre-maximal p-monotone.
T
Proof. If T is pre-maximal p-monotone, then T µp is maximal p-monotone and this implies T µp " T µpµp and, consequently, F T µp ,p " F T µp µp ,p . This proves implications 1 Ñ 2 and 2 Ñ 3. Now we show 3 Ñ 1. It follows from the definition that T µpµp " T µpµpµp which in turn implies that T µpµp is maximal p-monotone. By Corollary 2.9, T µp " T µpµp and, therefore, T is pre-maximal p-monotone.
On p-monotone operators with convex graph
Throughout this section, we will drop the identification of a multivalued operator with its graph. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a multivalued operator. Denote by T cone to the multivalued operator from X to X˚defined via its graph as grapT cone q " conepgrapT qq.
Note that grapT q Ă grapT cone q and, clearly, if either T cone is p-monotone then T is too. The converse is not true in general, consider for instance T " f : R Ñ R, f pxq " x 3 which is monotone, but T cone is not monotone.
We now give sufficient conditions in order to establish the p-monotonicity of T cone .
Proposition 2.12. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a p-monotone operator with convex graph such that p0, 0q P grapT q. Then T cone is p-monotone and´grapT cone q Ă grapT µp q.
Proof. Let tpx i , xi qu α i , since grapT q is convex and p0, 0q P grapT q, px i {m, xi {mq " pα i {mqpy i , yi q`p1´α i {mqp0, 0q P grapT q.
and T cone is p-monotone. We now show that´grapT cone q Ă grapT µp q. Let p´x 0 ,´x0 q P grapT cone q and tpx i , xi qu p i"0 Ă grapT q. As the graph of T cone is a convex cone, define py i , yi q " 2p´x 0 ,´x0 q`px i , xi q P grapT cone q, for all i P t1, 2, . . . , pu. Thus,
where x p`1 " x 0 and y p`1 " y 0 . Therefore, px 0 , x0 q P grapT µp q and the proposition follows.
Corollary 2.13. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a p-monotone operator with convex graph such that p0, 0q P grapT q. Then affpgrapTĂ grapT µp q.
Proof. Recall that, since p0, 0q P grapT q, affpgrapT" grapT cone q´grapT cone q. So take px, x˚q, py, y˚q P grapT cone q, we aim to prove that px, x˚q´py, y˚q P grapT µp q. Let tpx i , xi qu p i"0 Ă grapT q and define px 0 , x0 q " px, x˚q´py, y˚q, py i , yi q " px i , xi q`py, y˚q, i P t1, . . . , pu, and py 0 , y0 q " px, x˚q. Since grapT cone q is a convex cone, py i , yi q P grapT cone q, for all i. Therefore, as T cone is p-monotone, by Proposition 2.12,
The corollary now follows by noting that
that is px, x˚q´py, y˚q P grapT µp q.
Observe that both the p-monotone polar and the affine hull of the graph of an operator are preserved by translations. Therefore, we readily obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.14. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a p-monotone operator with convex graph. Then affpgrapTĂ grapT µp q.
On linear p-monotone operators
In this section we deal with linear operators. We begin with a couple of lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a linear operator and let px, x˚q P T µp . Then, for all t P R, tpx, x˚q P T µp .
Proof. Let tpx i , xi qu p i"1 Ă T and t P R. Assume t ‰ 0, since T is linear then py i , yi q " px i {t, xi {tq P T . Thus,
This implies ptx, tx˚q P T µp , when t ‰ 0. Using the fact that T µp is closed, we conclude that p0, 0q P T µp . The lemma follows.
Proof. Take x˚P T µ p0q and py, y˚q P T . Since T is linear, for every t P R, x0´ty, x˚´ty˚y ě 0, that is, t 2 xy, y˚y´txy, x˚y ě 0, for all t P R. This implies xy, x˚y " 0 and, as y was taken arbitrarily, x˚P dompT q K . 1. T is p-monotone,
Proof. We first show 1 Ñ 2. By Proposition 2.3, item 2, and Lemma 3.2, T µp p0q Ă T µ1 p0q Ă dompT q K . Now let u0 P dompT q K and u 0 " u p`1 " 0. Taking pu 1 , u1 q, . . . , pu p , up q P T ,
where the second equality holds since u 1 P dompT q and the previous inequality comes from the fact that tp0, 0qu Y tpu i , ui qu T with x p`1 " x 0 and define py i , yi q " px i´x0 , xi´x0 q, for i " 0, . . . , p. Clearly tpy i , yi u p i"0 Ă T , since T is linear. Now, as py 0 , y0 q " p0, 0q P T µp , using Proposition 2.2,
where the equality follows from
As a consequence of Theorem 3.3, we obtain the following theorem. 
If T is maximal
2. If T is p-monotone with closed domain and T p0q " dompT q K then T is maximal monotone and, in particular, maximal p-monotone.
Proof.
1. By Theorem 3.3, T p0q " T µp p0q " dompT q K .
2. This is an immediate consequence of [2, Proposition 5.2] and Proposition 2.8.
Example 3.5. Let T be a linear operator with closed domain, and let N D " N dompT q be the normal cone operator associated to the domain of T . Consider R " T`N D , then R is also linear and p-monotone. It is easy to verify that dompRq " dompT q, therefore Rp0q " T p0q`N D p0q " dompT q K " dompRq K . By Theorem 3.4, R is maximal monotone and maximal p-monotone. Note that the graph of R can be characterized as a sum of linear subspaces of XˆX˚, namely, grapRq " grapT q`pt0uˆdompT q K q.
We now aim to characterize the pre-maximal p-monotonicity of linear operators. First, one lemma. 
then S is also monotone.
Proof. Take px, x˚q P S, then px, x˚q P T µ and, since p0, 0q P T , xx, x˚y " xx´0, x˚´0y ě 0.
As px, x˚q P S was arbitrary, we conclude that S is monotone.
From the previous lemma, note that the linearity of T µ implies pre-maximal monotonicity of T . We now generalize this fact to linear p-monotone operators. Proof. As T has closed domain, by Example 3.5, R " T`N D is a linear maximal p-monotone extension of T . Even more, R is also maximal monotone. Assume that T is pre-maximal p-monotone. Then R must be the unique maximal p-monotone extension of T . Therefore T µp " R is linear. Conversely, assume that T µp is linear. Since T Ă T µp Ă T µ , by Lemma 3.6, T µp is monotone. On the other hand, R Ă T µp and, since R is maximal monotone, we have R " T µp and T µp is p-monotone. Therefore T is pre-maximal p-monotone.
Corollary 3.8. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a linear p-monotone operator with closed domain and let q ă p. If T is pre-maximal q-monotone then it is pre-maximal p-monotone.
Proof. Consider R " T`N D as in Example 3.5, which is maximal monotone. As T is p-monotone and pre-maximal q-monotone, T µq is q-monotone (hence monotone) and
Therefore R " T µq " T µp is linear and T is pre-maximal p-monotone.
We conclude this section with the following Theorem, which relates to Theorem 4.2 in [4] (see also Lemma 1.2 in [9] .) Theorem 3.9. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a maximal p-monotone operator with convex graph. Then T is affine linear. Moreover, if dompT q is closed then T is maximal monotone.
Proof. By Corollary 2.14, T Ă affpT q Ă T µp " T . Therefore T " affpT q, that is, T is affine linear. If dompT q is closed, translating T to the origin if necessary, Theorem 3.4 implies that T is maximal monotone.
The Brézis-Browder Theorem
From now on, we will assume that X is a reflexive Banach space and we will identify the bidual space X˚˚with X.
Given p P N, consider X p to be the cartesian product of X taken p`1 times, namely
and endow X p with the norm }px 0 , . . . ,
X˚. The duality coupling between X p and Xp is given by xx,x˚y p "
wherex " px 0 , . . . , x p q P X p andx˚" px0 , . . . , xp q P Xp . Note that X p is reflexive, since X is. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a multivalued operator. Denote by T p˘: X p Ñ Xp to the multivalued operators defined by
Equivalently, px,x˚q P T p˘i f, and only if, for all i P t0, . . . , pu, there exist ui , vi P T px i q such that xi " ui´vi˘1.
It is clear from the definition of T p˘t hat dompT p˘q "
Proposition 4.1. Let T : X Ñ X˚be a linear multivalued operator. Then T p˘i s linear. Moreover, px,x˚q P T p˘i f, and only if, for all i P t0, . . . , pu, there exist zi P T px i q, αi P T p0q, such that xi " zi´zi˘1`αi .
The following Lemma can be found in [8, Proposition 2.1]. Although it is presented in a finite dimensional setting, the proof is completely analogous. The first equality in the previous equation, however, is not true in general when p ą 1. Consider for instance p " 2, px 0 , x0 q " p0, 0q, px 1 , x1 q " p1, 1q and px 2 , x2 q " p´1, 1q in R 2 . Then The starting point of our current analysis is the following proposition. Proof. Let tpx i , xi qu p i"0 Ă T and definē
x " px 0 , . . . , x p q P X p ,x˚" px i´xi˘1 q p i"0 P Xp .
Clearly px,x˚q P T p˘. In addition, fix pa, a˚q P T and defineȳ " pa, . . . , aq P X p andȳ˚" p0, . . . , 0q P X p . Then pȳ,ȳ˚q P T p˘a lso, and xx´ȳ,x˚´ȳ˚y p " Therefore T is p-monotone. On the other hand if T p`i s monotone, using again (3) we obtain p ÿ i"0 xx i , xi`1´xi y "´p ÿ i"0 xx i , xi´xi`1y "´xx´ȳ,x˚´ȳ˚y p ď 0.
Hence T´1 is p-monotone. By Lemma 4.2, T is p-monotone.
The converse implication of the previous proposition can be obtained under linearity of the operator.
